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CLS: Searching for Some Alternatives
by Krista Hughes

First year students from Sections 1 and 3 were given the opportunity to express concerns
and propose changes for the
field of legal education. Three
Critical Legal Studies scholars
and the Law School's own Associate Dean John Henry
Schlegel were invited to act as
a Curriculum Committee and
respond to suggestions proposed by eight groups of stu-

dent presenters.

Mary Joe Frug, from New
England University, Duncan
Kennedy, a full professor at
Harvard, and Stewart Macauley
of the University of Wisconsin
were invited to UB to participate in a two-part discussion on
Friday, Jan. 30.
Two of the major themes of
the morning session were a
perceived need for more "prac-

waste of time." Kennedy hypothesized that "the only way

court-made rules from relevant
cases. A lawyer needs to

cial sciences-oriented.

examine the context of the rule
and the situation to which it
might be applied, thereby using

skills and knowledge of an
extra-legal nature.

tical" first year courses and a

"Plausible arguments are the

general dissatisfaction with the
legal system, specifically, its
domination by "middle-aged,

key," stated Macauley. "We're
looking at formulating an argument that is at least plausible
enough so you can negotiate
the case, which is what lawyers
do," and this requires more
than strictly practical legal
training; "So therefore it seems
to me that the most practical
course in Law School is Sociol-

upper middle class white
males."
Several students suggested

that there is a need for a more

practice-oriented approach to
the teaching of first year
courses, and expressed their
fear that an interdisciplinary,
"lawand society" approach will
not leave them well-equipped
to handle "real" legal problems
when they leave law school.
Stewart Macauley responded

ogy of Law."
Duncan Kennedy seemed to
agree with Macauley's general
theory, but suggested that "redesigning the curriculum is a

Professor Joyce
To Return in Fall
by Paul W. Kullman

Kenneth Joyce,
currently in Albany on a one
year leave, will return to his
post at UB Law School beginning in August 1987, according
to Dean Wade Newhouse.
Newhouse said Joyce confirmed his intention to return to
UB during a phone conversation the two had on Wednesday, Feb. 4. Joyce could not be
reached for comment.
Speculation arose last spring
Professor

that Joyce might not return
when he accepted his current

position as a research director

of the New York State Law Review Commission. The commission is a nonpartisan organization that researches ambiguities and conflicts in New
York statutes and recommends

Prof. Kenneth Joyce.

..

by expressing disdain for those
students who enter law school
thinking "I'm not interested in
changing the world, I'm just in
this to make money." He remarked, "[Those people seem]
to be desperately in need of a
law and society program."
As for a strictly practical approach to teaching, Macauley
remarked that a legal scholar
could be a "master" of a classic
legal treatise like Williston on
Contracts and still not know all
that is necessary to being a
lawyer. His feeling was that
there is more to lawyering than
the direct appropriation of bare

changes to the legislature.
Upon accepting the position
in Albany last spring, Joyce refused to say whether he would
return to ÜB.
"It's not likely that I would
want to be at the commission
for the rest of my life," he said
at the time. "But it might be fun

for awhile."
He also said: "I feel a real pull
to see through some of the
things that have already been
started at the commission, and
even moreso to research the
different approaches other
states use to solve problems
currently facing New York."
Joyce, who has taught
courses in tax and gratuitous
transfers, had taken a sabbatical in the fall of 1985 to work
full-time for the commission.
While he returned to UB the following spring, he continued to
work for the commission on a
part-time basis, commuting
back and forth to Albany at the
beginning of each week.
A graduate ofBoston College
and Harvard Law School, Joyce
served as a law clerk to the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusettes and the U.S. Court
of Appeals, District of Columbia
Circuit before coming to ÜB.

we could influence the school
in the direction of a more social

orientation
engineering
would be if we could influence
the appointments process so
that new people being hired
would have PhD's in social sciences disciplines," and if they
would say when they are being
interviewed that they are interested in the social sciences.
Consequently, it would be
necessary that faculty mem-

bers who are "influential on the

[appointments]

committee"
hire the candidates who are soJohn Schlegel, Duncan Kennedy, Mary Joe Frug, and Stewart
Macauley.

Kennedy, however, expressed

dissatisfaction with changes in
such a direction. He proposed
that the only way to change the
current situation would be to effect "very radical structural
changes." Instead of pursuing
a distinctly social sciences or

social engineering approach,
Kennedy suggests that law
schools adopt a "law and politics" approach to legal education. His specific sentiment was
that the only way to ensure that
a course is taught "right" would

be to have it team-taught by "a
leftist, a rightist and a centrist"
who would be committed to
emphasizing their respective
doctrines, and would be dedicated to "fighting it out" with
continued onpage 7

Memo Sparks Controversy Among Faculty
by Kevin O'Shaughnessy
A lack of faculty communication seems to have created a
misunderstanding
involving
some members of the faculty
and first year students in Section 2. The controversy cen-

tered around the Jan. 30 sym-

posium on Legal Education and
a faculty memo sent by the Section 1 faculty on Jan. 23.
The memo stated that the

symposium was part of Section
V's course on Perspectives on
the Lawyering Process and the
Legal Profession and would
feature professors Mary Jo
Frug, Duncan Kennedy, Stewart
Macauley and Associate Dean
John Henry Schlegel (who was
asked to replace legal historian
Robert Stevens).
The memo went on to state:
"The event will be divided
into two parts: 1) an 11:00 a.m.
meeting in Room 106 that will
involve Section 1 and Section 3
studentsand the panel of guests,
and 2) a 1:30 p.m. more general

meeting hopefully to be held in

the Moot Court Room .... and
open to the law school community and the public that will involve our invited panelists on
the general subject of the past,
present, and future of legal edu-

cation."
Section 2 Professor Alan
Freeman stated, "after reading
the memo, I felt like our students were being excluded,"
and that "some of our students
expressed concern over whether
they were invited to the first

Munger also pointed out that
Section 2 Legal Professions
Professor Philip Halpern "was
gone all summer" and unable
to sit in on the planning for the
legal professions course.
Section 2 Professor Betty
Mensch discussed the memo
with members of the Section 1
faculty and was assured that
Section 2 was welcome to attend the first meeting on Friday
morning. Subsequently, she invited the Section 2 students to
the first meeting during her
Thursday Torts class.

that all the sections were invited and that the memo concludes with the statement: "We
hope you will be able to attend
all the events." He went on to

explain that the Section 1 and
Section 3 Legal Professions

equipment charges was not
paid.
Argento sent the Telecom-

phones if $6,600 in backlogged

contioued onpage 7

Bar

Association

terest in sitting in, they would
have been allowed." Professor

off the telephone bills.
Phone service was terminated on Dec. 15 when the UB
Telecommunications Officefulfilled its threat to shut off SBA

Student

"I'm in-

1 Professor Fred
Konefsky denied any attempt to
exclude Section 2 from the first
meeting and described the
memo as "ineloquently written."
Professor Konefsky stressed

Section

munications Office a check
through Sub-Board for $3,400
on Dec. 18. However, Telecommunications Manager Frederick S. Wood refused to act
until SBA's check cleared. Once
the check cleared, however, the
Telecommunications Office refused to reinstate telephone
service until SBA forwarded an
additional $500.
Argento then sought the help
of Michael Apa, head accountant for Sub-Board. Apa attempt-

Treasurer Vicki Argento is in the
process of working out an
agreement whereby SBA will
borrow enough money from
Sub-Board I to completely pay

Munger explained,

terested in team teaching and I
was allowed to sit in (on the
planning of the Section 1
course)." He added, "I'm sure
if anyone else had expressed in-

meeting."

Phones Revisited:
You Want to Know
by Krista Hughes
After approximately two
months of silence, ft appears
that telephones in UB Law
School student organizations
may soon be ringing again.

courses were similarly structured because Section 3 Legal
Professions Professor Frank
Munger had sat in on the planning of the Section 1 course
during the summer.
Calling the incident "an unfortunate oversight," Professor

Dean Search
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Is There a Potential Dean Candidate Right Here?
by Krista Hughes
According to Kyle Maldiner
and Jim Hayden, student members of the Dean Search Committee, the first potential candidate for the office of permanent
dean could be visiting the Law
School within the next several
weeks.
The Dean Search Committee

is currently considering three
individuals, one of whom will
be invited to partake in a
screening interview with just
the Committee. If the Committee finds that the individual has
potential as a Dean candidate,
it will invite him or her back for
a second visit, this time including meetings with the rest of the

faculty, the student body, and

Central Administration.
The Committee is keeping up
with its commitment to exploring every possible avenue in its
search for a dean for the Law
School. While all of the potential candidates have at least
"some connection" with the field
of law, not all of them are currently administrators orteachers.
At least one potential candidate
is involved in the field of urban
planning.
In recruiting candidates from
outside of the Law School the
Committee has utilized several
approaches, one of which was
the placement of advertisements in various newspapers

and journals. One such ad explains that "The Dean's primary
role is to maintain the school's
momentum toward distinction
and leadership in legal education. Candidates should know
and respect quality teaching
and legal scholarship of all
types, and should possess a

deep commitment to improving legal education for a changing profession and society."
Individuals with these qualifications are also being sought

from within the Law School.
Hayden and Maldiner remarked
that faculty members of the
Committee will be consulting
with their colleagues to find out
which of them,if any, would like

a chance at being a dean candidate.

Hayden and Maldiner indicated that the Committee's sentiment is that anyone on the faculty who wants to be considered for the deanship will be
considered. However, there
must also be a certain degree
of "sensitivity" in the treatment
of any potential in-house candi-

dates, mainly due to the fact
that there is more likely to be a
sense of "hesitancy" on the
part of any current faculty
member who aspires to the office of dean. <
Both Hayden and Maldiner
agree that the search process is
progressing smoothly, and that

there is no evidence of the
"fancy" downtown lawyers,
who do not consider themselves fancy, "butting heads
with teachers."
Hayden remarks that he is
"content with where we are
now. We moved very well in December and January," but will
"probably slow down in February" due to the necessity of
doing additional research before extending any formal invitations.
Maldiner agrees but does not
foresee any major slowdowns,
because there are "too many
people [on the Committee who
are] motivated by accomplishment."

Candidate Cahn's Clinic Approach: Client-Oriented
by John Bonazzi
On Monday, Feb. 2,1987, law
students were given the opportunity to meet with faculty candidate Naomi R. Cahn. There
was a moderate turnout for this
45-minute meeting in the Faculty Lounge.

Faculty candidate Naomi Cahn

Cahn is a candidate for a clinical faculty position. She is presently in the LL.M. program in
advocacy at Georgetown University Law Center, and expects
to receive her degree this
spring. She also is currently
employed in a small law firm in
the D.C. area, where she practices employment discrimination and family law.
Cahn graduated from Princeton University in 1979 and then

attended Columbia Law School.
While at Columbia, she was
both a Stone Merit Scholar and
a Charles Evans Hughes Scholar.
Her legal experience includes
serving as a staff attorney with
the Philadelphia Community
Legal Services Corp. and as an
at the
Advocacy Fellow
Georgetown University Legal
Clinic.

Cahn has gained teaching experience as a teaching fellow
for civil procedure and property
classes at Columbia Law
School. She was also a fellow
in the Georgetown University
Law Center Clinic, where she
taught a weekly seminar and
supervised students.
Cahn stated that clinical skills

are important no matter what
field students wish to pursue.
Students can use the skills
gained in their clinical experiences during their careers as
lawyers. She defined the clinical experience as one that is
heavily client-oriented, and
said that being a lawyer is not
applying rules so much as assisting a client in all phases of
his or her case, including
negotiation, discovery, interviewing, etc.
In response to a question
concerning her teaching interests, she replied that her
main clinical interests are in the
family, sex discrimination, and
housing law areas. She also
would like to teach seminars re-

lated to those clinics, such as
pregnancy discrimination and
sexual harrassment in housing
issues.
Cahn showed that she didn't
leave her sense of humor at
home. As one student was leaving the meeting after asking
about her interest in securities
law and hearing that she had
no such interest, she exclaimed:
"You're leaving because I won't
teach securities?!"
Cahn appeared intrigued by
the Buffalo Model and was

pleasantly surprised to hear
how much the students liked

this school. She said that it was
not her experience to hear of so
many students actually liking
the law school experience.

SBA Questions Girth's New Policy Changes
by Zulma A. Bodon

There were three major items
on the SBA agenda on Wednesday, Jan. 28: (1) Associate
Dean Marjorie Girth's policy

changes; (2) The GraduateStudent

Association / Graduate

Management Association split;

and (3) Senior Week.
As most of you know by now,
Girth's new policy calls for her
approval before a student can
get an extension on a seminar
paper. In the past, extension
dates were agreed upon by the
faculty member and the stu-

dent;

no

further procedural

steps were required. In addition, a conference is required
before law school credits will be
given for courses taken outside
the law school.
SBA President Brett Gilbert
about
expressed
concern
whether this policy change

should have been discussed at
the level of the Academic Policy
and Program Committee (APPC).
Gilbert raised two important
questions: (1) Does Girth have
the power to change policy
without going through the
APPC? and (2) what are the
reasons behind the changes in
policy?
SBA representatives John
Williams and Diana Harris, both
members of the APPC, pointed
out that the Committee has not
met this year and that they do
not know of any scheduled
meetings for the near future.
SBA plans to follow-up on this
issue.
Representative Jack
Luzier agreed to draft a memo
to be sent to Dean Wade
Newhouse and Girth. The
memo will request further information on the new policy
changes. More specifically, it
will address the question of
whether there is any formal jus-
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tification for the changes and
whether they could have been
channeled through the APPC.
The controversy regarding
the GMA/GSA split was introduced by Sub-Board Representative Marc Potolsky in an attempt to get guidance from the
SBA as to how he should vote
on the proposed division. The
GMA has been functioning
within the umbrella of the GSA.
GMA wants to secede from the
GSA and form its own student
government. The GMA representative, Kristine Barczak,
explained that the particular
needs of management students
have not been adequately represented by the GSA. The management students, she said, believe that they can be a more
effective organization if they
become independent. They feel
that their student body is suffi-

ciently large (900 students) to
deserve autonomous recognition.

very much involved in this controversy. The GSA maintains
the administration is simply trying to interfere with the decision-making process of their
group by setting up the rules
under which an organization

can achieve independence. The
real danger, Bartochowiski
explained, is that fragmentation tends to diminish the political strength of the GSA and of
all other organizations.
The SBA disagreed with the
GSA position. By a vote of 10-1-1, they gave their support to
GMA's effort to become an au-

change policy
without going
through the
appct

by Susan Clerc
Larry Basel has decided to
run for re-election to the SBA
directorship he lost early last
month. An election meant to replace Basel and former second
year director Nancy Steigerwill
be held tomorrow and Friday,
Basel and Steiger lost their

SBA posts when each missed

four consecutive meetings last

semester.
Running for re-election is his
"only recourse" to his dismissal, said .Basel. Although he

"knew about the clause" in the
SBA constitution that requires
removal from office because of
repeated absences, Basel said
that he did not expect to be
dropped because the clause

has "never been strictly enforced."
Basel said that he was surThe GSA position, on the
other hand, is that the split

would establish a dangerous
precedent. Oscar Bartochowiski,
representing GSA, argued that
the administration

February 11,1987

has been

flects the SBA's overall sentiment that a group which repre-

sents a substantial number of
people should have the right to
govern its own affairs. As to the
argument

that the division
would dilute the political power
of the GSA, the SBA argued that
by establishing good channels
of communication and cooperation, both groups (and others)
can unite whenever the need
arises to take a stand against
an issue of mutual concern.
Senior Week is tentatively
scheduled for May 8 through

the 15. Julie Bargnesi, who has
coordinated similar activites as
an undergraduate student, will
be the chairperson of the Senior
Week. Bargnesi explained that
the goal is to have a different
event every day, and that each
event will be organized by a different chairperson.
Senior Week will be open to
the entire law school community. Some ideas for events include: Miss Buffalo Cruise,
luau, miniature golf party, barbecue and family night. Plans
for financing these events are
still.under consideration.

Ousted SBA Rep Runs Again

Feb. 12-13.

"Does Girth have
the power to

tonomous entity. The vote re-

prised when he received notice
that he was being removed: "I
wasn't aware of the fact that I'd
missed
If I'd
been aware I'd missed three
consecutive meetings, I would

have arranged something" to
stay in good standing.

him because the procedure is
"automatic" under the SBA

Basel was also surprised because he told SBA President
Brett Gilbert and other members of the board as soon as he
became aware of the conflict
between his schedule and the
time set for SBA meetings. "[l]
assumed there wasn't going to
be a major problem because
they were apprised of the situation [and I was told that] no official action would be taken,"
said Basel.

constitution.

Gilbert confirmed that the officers were aware of the prob-

lem. Meeting times are arranged after elections, so there
is no way for candidates to
know whether they will have
trouble fulfilling their commitment to SBA. A day and time
are picked when "most people
can make it," said Gilbert. "Last
semester Larry happened to be
odd man out."
However, although they were
aware of the time conflict for
Basel, the board had to oust

The constitution apparently
lacks an appeal process and
Basel must run for re-election
to regain his position as third
year director.
Gilbert said he encouraged
Basel to try for re-election because "he's a good planner and
a senior. There's a lot of planning coming up for Senior
Week and it would be nice to
have some seniors involved."
Basel said that he won't have
a conflict with meeting times if
he is re-elected. His absences
last semester were a result of

"desparately seeking employment" and working on a paper.
Basel's chances of winning
back his office are good; few
petitions for candicacy have
been picked up at the SBA office. If Basel's petition is the
only one filed for third year director, no election will be held
and Basel will win by default.
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Harrow-ing Experience at English Boys' School
Has Socialism Eton Away the British Empire
—
Tom Brown's Schooldays Revisited: A law student's account
of "alienation" as presented to
the Law and Marxism seminar

class.
by Henry Dickson
At ages fifteen and thirteen

respectively, on a blustery, bitter-cold day early in January,
my elder brother Paul and I
were packed off to Eastbourne
College, an all-boys boarding
school in a prim and proper re-

sort town on the Sussex coast.
There, ostensibly, we were to
obtain a good education at one
of Britain's so-called "public"
schools, a preposterous appellation, since there is in fact
nothing "public" about them,
hard cash, not achievement,
being the principal criterion for
admission. Eton, Harrow, Winchester, Rugby, Westminister,
Charterhouse
the
eldest,
Eton, dating back more than

—

—

five

hundred years
these
schools were once the very
stuff of Empire, many a prime
minister having carved his
name on Eton's oak desks, or
taken his supper out of thecommunal trough at Winchester,
where, until the early 'seventies, one's food was poured into
scoops which had been carved
out of the tables, like so many
little craters, at which the junior
boys sat for meals. Eastbourne,
at a mere one hundred years
old, had no prime ministers to
its credit, but like its more venerable counterparts, it, too, had
its own peculiar mores and
traditions, to which it clung
fiercely, the fact of its being a
"minor" public school having
no bearing on the extent to
which it contrived to dehumanize its students.
Then, as now, there was a
nasty little secret among the
English upper-middle classes
or those who aspired to consider themselves such that
one of the enduring benefits of
such an education, if you could
afford it, was that it got the kids
out of the way for roughly eight
months out of every twelve, freeing one's parents to do whatever it was that one's parents
did when their children weren't
around to make life difficult
this bonus, of course, being
secondary to the schools' main
mission
to separate the sons
and daughters of the well-to-do
from the common rabble, a separation upon which the very
fabric of the British way of life
has vitally depended from time
immemorial: for our purposes,
1440, when Henry VI founded
Eton.
The desire to be away from
one's children wasn't true of all
parents, of course; but of many,
mine included, it was; Numbers
of children started out as board-

—

—

..

—

ers at "preparatory" school

—

"public
the precursor to
school
at the tender age of
six. Paul and I hadn't begunthat
early, not on account of any
undue reluctance on our parents' side, to be parted from
their offspring, but by virtue,
chiefly, of my father's financial
problems. Nevertheless, Eastbourne was to be, for both of
us, our second boarding school,
the combination of getting shot
of us, on the one hand, and a
hefty tax deduction on the
other, having proved once
again to be quite irresistible.
Having thus subdued their
baser, parsimonious instincts,

—

4

the parents loaded us and our
baggage into the family car,
and we headed down to the
Sussex coast. Throughout the
journey, we sat anxious yet resigned as our parents explained
naturally without being so
gauche as to mention any figures how much this venture
was going to cost them, and
how much it mattered, therefore, that we towed the line,
tried hard, and did well. We

—

—

was a nasty little

name of Perrens, a former

English upper-middle
classes — or those
who aspired to consider
themselves such..."

looked like a couple of cherubs,
dressed in our serge, navy-blue
suits, dark ties, stiff white shirts
(complete with the obligatory
detachable collar, which meant
that one could save on laundry
by changing the collar more frequently than the shirt), and
black, lace-up shoes (roundtoed), this solemn, unmistakably funeral attire being the regulation "Sunday best," purchased the previous week from
Harrods of Knightsbridge, the
official school outfitters.
Strict adherence to the
school's dress code, down to
the last cufflink, was a matter
of the utmost importance, the
slightest deviation from the official uniform being looked
upon as a sign of anarchy, at
odds with the dictates of good
order, discipline, and "school
spirit," without which our sceptered isle and her rapidly diminishing far-flung dominions
would
collapse
overnight,
every school regarding itself as

the last bastion of Empire, a
buffer between civilization and
a return to the jungle, otherwise

as

to

"socialism." To forestall such
anarchy, parents were politely
but firmly admonished that any
articles of clothing or other belongings not conforming to the
school's precise and painstakingly detailed requirements

would be returned forthwith

—

by Parcel Post at the parents'
expense. Needless to add, this
was not an expense that my

parents ever incurred
On our arrival, we were
ushered into the housemaster's
study, where we were
as the
British quaintly put it to
"take tea," the usual concoction
of buttered scones and thinly
sliced cucumber sandwiches,
of which I pretended to partake
as best I could out of a by-now
deeply inculcated sense of

—

—

propriety.

As with all the public schools,
Eastbourne College was sectioned
off into
various
"houses" which were scattered
about town, gaunt, red-bricked
Victorian buildings, each with
its own housemaster and house
tutor, each having its own
folklore, and the incumbents of
each being immediately distin-
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ganizational units, but they also
served as the predicate to all
kinds of inter-house activites of

The housemaster was a squat
but affable-looking man by the

secret among the

referred

more or less self-contained or-

an insanely competitive nature,
ranging from rugby football
games and cross-country runs,
to debating contests and singing competitions.

"Then, as now. there

politely

guishable from those of companion houses by the color of
the "house tie," worn on every
day of the week except Sundays, when the same tie was
worn by all. "House spirit"
being fostered almost as zealously as "school spirit" (save
on Sundays, when the Lord's
spirit prevailed), the houses not
only functioned as discrete,

Squadron Leader in the Royal
Air Force, heavily decorated,
the rumor had it, for flying' a
under
Spitfire
backwards
enemy fire from Dresden to Cologne during the Second World
War. And was I ready to begin
school tomorrow, he wanted to
know, to which I lied that I was,
only to get a horrified look from
my mother, which look, I later
learned, derived from my failure to refer to the good master
by his proper title
"Sir."
Tea finally over it lasted an
and the parents deeternity
parted into the night, Paul and
I went our separate ways. Although we did not realize it at
the time, there was an unwritten rule (as all the most oppressive rules in such institutions
tend to be) that boys of different
ages, and hence in different
"forms," did not associate with
each other any more than was
absolutely necessary, even
when they happened to be
brothers. Paul had been assigned to a room popularly
known
as "The Elephant
House,"
whereas,
I,
the
younger, had been assigned to
the rather more prosaicallynamed "Preproom," a vast
barn of a place with fluorescent
lights suspended on chains
from a cavernous ceiling, a
long, dilapidated table in the
middle, and wooden cubicles
around the edges, consisting of
a shelf, a desk, and a chair.
Draped across the openings of
these rather roughshod studycarrels were brightly colored
curtains, which at once afforded the only vestige of privacy, and the only expression
of individual taste, that the system in its infinite wisdom saw
fit to allow to the as yet unmolded members of the first
form.
It was coming out of the preproom, some half hour later, that
I first encountered the prefect,
Steven Proddow. Prefects were
the senior, sixth-form boys
or at least those among them
who had demonstrated sufficient quantities of "leadership," "responsibility" and
sadism to be so appointed
and to a first-former such as
myself, they seemed to wield
almost plenipotentiary powers.
Rare it was, for example, that a
master ever administered corporal punishment, this unseemly task being delegated almost entirely to the prefects,
any one of whom had carte
blanche to beat the living daylights out of you on the merest
whim. Eastbourne being a
"progressive" school, as public

—

—
—

—

—

schools went, it did not permit
its prefects to use the cane, restricting them rather to the use
of the "slipper," usually a gym
shoe, with which many a prefect, with consummate skill,
was nonetheless able to inflict
the most excruciating pain,
doubtless the upshot of many
hours of private practice, using
pillows as facsimiles offirst-formers' backsides. Some prefects, moreover, had contrived
to acquire canes of theirown
usually from the bamboo
bushes that grew in the back
and these were used with gay
abandon, none of the younger
boys ever daring to complain,

—
—

(ratting, in the British public
school system, being the ultimate treason, and for this
reason strongly discouraged by
masters and prefects alike.)
Although not yet eighteen,
Proddow towered over me like
a colossus. Already he had the
beginnings of a beer gut, and
was universally known for

being mean. As I was about to
turn the corner into the common room for a quiet read, he
let forth at me at the top of his
lungs.

"YOU, BOY, WHAT'S YOUR

NAME?"
"Dickson, Sir," I replied
my
trembling, recollecting
mother's withering look an

hour or so earlier.
Proddow sniggered, malevolently. "Yes little scum," he
screamed, "yew don't call me

'Sir,' is that clear? Yew call me
Proddow, got it?"

"... the second time
I passed & therefore
assumed the obvious
distinction of
becoming a fullyfledged Jag' ..."

"Yes Sir, I mean, Proddow,"
"May I go now?"
Proddow looked as if he were
about to explode. "No, yew
may not go, yew ikey little bastard." By this time, another prefect had joined him in the corridor, doubtless lured by the
promise of impending blood.
Proddow leant towards my
ear, as if to whisper something
confidential, then screamed
"BUTTON UP THAT JACKET!"
Having enjoyed the abject ter-

I assented.

ror he'd instilled, Proddow
thereafter warned me that I'd
better learn the rules if I wanted
to keep my head attached to my
shoulders, the rule in this case

Qj

again an unwritten
tnat first formers must
keep their jackets with just the
being

one

—

middle button done up, and
only third formers and above
being allowed the enviable luxury of being able to parade
about the place with all three
buttons undone.
There was still in force at that
time, at virtually all the public
schools, a time-honored system of what amounted to institutionalized slavery, commonly known as "fagging."
Paul of course escaped, since
he was too old, and had already
put in his time at a previous
school, but escape I did not.
First, there was the mandatory
"fag's test," a nasty little hazing
procedure in which one had to
recite, from memory, such arcana as the masters' nicknames
(and they all had one) before a
roomful of prefects. I failed the

first time round, and was
grounded as a result, but the
second time I passed and thereafter assumed the dubious distinction of becoming a fullyfledged "fag," which meant
that I was then assigned to a prefect, to clean his study, polish
his shoes, fetch "tuck" from the
tuck-shop, and so forth. I was

landed with someone called
Perkins, a vicious, blonde
haired, mealy-mouthed individual with acne vulgaris, who
happened to share a study with
Proddow. Within two weeks, I
had been taken out to the bicycle sheds and flogged
soundly for omitting to empty
Perkin's teapot.
Shortly thereafter, the prefects had a private conference,
at which they decided to institute an especially pernicious
system known as "tick fagging," on the extremely doubtful premise that many of the
fags were having it too easy,
and that it was time to teach us
a lesson. A "tick" being the English
a
equivalent
of
checkmark, the system worked
as follows: every break-time,
between classes, we were supposed to hang around in the
preproom, waiting for a prefect
to yell "FAAAAAAG!" The first
one there would get the errand,
and, depending on such variables as one's demeanor and
attitude, one's degree of obsequiousness, the cleanliness
of one's shoes, and so on, one
would thereafter be rewarded
with so many "ticks." Provided
you managed to amass thirtyfive ticks in a week, you were
okay, since that meant that they
weren't going to take you out
to the bicycle sheds and ceremoniously beat the shit out of
you for being, as they put it so
poetically,an "indolentswine."
After the first day or two of
this novel approach to the business of education, I began to
hang out in the washrooms,

(continued on page 7)
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Cuomo to Place SUNY-CUNY Among the Top 20
by Mario M. Cuomo
New York has long been
known for the quality of its universities and colleges. Each
year we attract tens of thou-

sands of students from other

states and countries who wish
to take advantage of the opportunities provided here and who
wish to contribute to our
strength in the process. Leading universities in the independent sector, such as Columbia
and Cornell, are regularly listed
among the top 10 recipients of
federal research and develop-

ment funds, with the University
of Rochester and NewYork University following not far behind.
New York's educational institu-tions are nationally respected,
and they serve as centers for
economic development across
our state. We must continue to
support and enhance these efforts.
It is now time to give our public institutions of higher education that extra margin of support which can allow them to
enter the front ranks as well.
One quick look at our sister

Governor Mario Cuomo.

state,

California, drives the

point home dramatically. In addition to the high rank of Stanford University, there were five
units of the University of
California among the top 20
public and private universities
ranked by total research expen-

ditures. Neither our State Uni-

ments that will in no way diminish the quality and strength
of the leading universities in the
independent sector. Our competition is on the national and
international level, both for federal and corporate support. I am
particularly heartened by the
cooperation that has occurred

versity nor the City University
yet has one campus in the top
50.

between SUNY, CUNY and our

As systems, the State and

NYSERnet, the New York State
Education and Research Network, the new National Center

City Universities are relative
newcomers to national research competition. For most of
the last century, many of the institutions that now comprise
SUNY were the trainers of outstanding teachers for our
schools, and the City University's undergraduate preparation of high quality students
without regard to their financial
ability was and remains legendary. But for a wide variety of
reasons, our public institutions
were effectively barred from
graduate education and its related research endeavors.
This year, we will work for improvements in the ability of the
State University and City University to excel in graduate education and research, improve-

Financially Speaking—

York students are the maintenance of SUNY and CUNY tuition at affordable levels and our
support of the Tuition Assistance Program, which now exceeds $400 million and is the
premier state-financed student
aid program in the nation.
In sharp contrast to repeated

leading independent research
universities on such projects as

efforts of the federal administration to slash funds available
for student grants and loans,
TAP has increased by almost
$100 million in the past four
years. In the face of rising college costs that threaten the ability of low and middle income
students to attend any institution of higher education, let

for Earthquake Engineering Research at SUNY Buffalo and the

Center for Theory and Simulation in Science and Engineering
at Cornell.
Nor should our long-term
goal of bringing at least two
campuses into the top 20 public
sector recipients of federal
funds in any way diminish our
commitment to see that they
maintain their special role as
public institutions by promot-

ing the widest possible access
to higher education, both at the
undergraduate and graduate

levels.

alone the institution of their

choice, we shall further restruc-

ture TAP program awards, including adjustment of TAP in-

come classifications for 1988-89 required as a consequence
of the new federal tax legislation. Additionally, our Scholar-

ships of Excellence Program
will continue to recognize and

encourage talented New York
students to pursue their education at public and independent
colleges and universities in
New York State.

The main ingredients for ensuring full opportunity for New

by Kathy Peterangelo Johnson

How to Tell If You Are Financially Independent
Every year around this time,
most frequently asked
question I encounter is "How
do I get myself to be independent?" Well, this year a new definition of independency has
been developed which will
make things a lot easier for you
to establish yourself as independent for purposes of finanthe

cial aid.
What's the difference between independent and dependent students? The FAF (Financial Aid Form) calculates a Family Contribution (FC) which the
school uses in determining
your eligibility for NDSL, CWS,
Summer CWS and the GSL. The
FC is based upon asset, income,
and family information as reported on the FAF. If you are
dependent, the FC is made up
of a parent contribution and
student contribution. If you are
independent, your "family" includes yourself (spouse and
other dependents on you). It

does not include your parents'
information. So, if you are independent, you will be lower in

most cases, thereby increasing
your eligibility forfinancial aid.
I'm sure that all of you remember answering 'yes' or 'no'
to those three infamous questions pertaining to parental
support, living with your parents for more than six weeks
during the year, and being
claimed as an exemption on
their tax return. Answering just
one question in the affirmative
meant that you had to include
parental information when filing the FAF because you were
considered dependent.
Section Con the FAF for 1987-

--88 establishes your student
status on the form. If you are
24-years-old (born before January 1,1 964), you are considered
independent even if you are
claimed by yourparents on their
taxes or live with them or receive support from them. Once

you've checked that you are 24,
you can skip the rest of the student status questions and begin
to complete the grey independent questions on the FAF.
Independency can also be automatically established if you
are a U.S. veteran, an orphan
or ward of the court, or if you
have legal dependents on you

tions in the tan areas once you

are considered as independent.
However, if you wish to be considered for a partial tuition
waiver called G-Mold, parent
information must be included
for both independent and dependent students. If you are independent and wish to be considered for G-Mold, please

realize that the parent information will only be used to assess
your eligibility for that program

alone.
TAP has a different definition
of independency. Therefore, it
is entirely possible
may be classified as an inde(continued on page 7)

other than a spouse (for exam-

ple, a single parent). If none of
these categories apply to you,
you can still be considered as
an independent student if you
certify that you will not be
claimed on your parents' 1987
tax return (not the one being
filed now, but the one that will
be filed in 1988!).
Once your independency has
been established on the FAF,
you will answer all questions in
white and grey. If you are dependent, you will complete the
questions listed in the tan and

white sections. NOTE: You are
not required to answer any sec-

Kathy Peterangelo Johnson.
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IT'S NOT TOO LATE TO

SWITCH TO PIEPER

WITHOUT LOSS OF DEPOSIT.

/

So, you've made a mistake. If you were lured into
another bar review course by a sales pitch in your first or
second year, and now want to SWITCH TO PIEPER,
then your deposit with that other bar review course
will not be lost.
Simply register for PIEPER and send proof of your
payment to the other bar review course (copy of your
check with an affirmation that you have not and do not
anticipate receiving a refund). You will receive a dollar for
dollar credit for up to $150 toward your tuition in the

PIEPER BAR REVIEW.
For more information see your Pieper Representatives or telephone

(516)747-4311

lllii, PIEPER NEW YORK-MULTISTATE <*
BAR REVIEW, LTD.
90 Willis Avenue, Mineola, New York 11501
JUDITH KUBINIEC
BRIAN BORNSTEIN

DORIS CARBONELL
TERRANCE FLYNN
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MARIA LOTEMPIO
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DONNA SIWEK

AMY SULLIVAN
MARK POLLARD
JOHN ROWLEY
SUSAN ROQUE

Phones . .

.

continued from page I

ed to intervene on behalf of

SBA but found that the Telecommunications Office would
not "budge" until they received
SBA's check for the additional
$500.

While Apa was extremely
sympathetic to SBA's predicament, he was unable to con-

vince the Telecommunications
Office to turn the phones back
on. Apa was even considering
enlisting the aid of Edward

Doty, ÜB's vice president for fi-

nance and management.

Apa said that all of ÜB's student organizations had problems due to a year lag in telephone billing. However, he
does not understand "why
Telecommunications is being

so unreasonable with SBA."

Because of Governor Mario
Cuomo's 1984 order that all

New York State agencies pur-

equipment bills in June of 1986,
suddenly found itself
owing the Telecommunications
Office $6,600. Due to a tight
budget situation, SBA did not
have enough funds available to
pay the entire bill. Argento
hoped that the payment of over

chase their own phones, the

and

telephone company stopped
billing those customers for
equipment. The Telecommunications Office suddenly found
itself, at the beginning of 1986,
owing for the cost of phones. It
was subsequently forced to
create its own bills for equipment and bill them all at once.

half of the bill would encourage
Telecommunications to turn
the phones back on again. Apa
thought that those payments

SBA was deluged with 1985

"should at least demonstrate

good faith" on the part of SBA,
and an intention to pay the rest
of the money.

As long as the acting president of Sub-Board approves the
proposed loan arrangement,
SBA will soon have the $3,100
necessary to pay off the rest of
the telephone bills. Argento estimated that phone service
could be reinstated sometime
the week of Feb. 16.

Survival

continued from page 4

which were a few yards closer
to the prefects' studies than
was the preproom. One breaktime, the cry went up, and I got
there first, a rare achievement
for someone for whom running
of any kind, and for any reason,
tended to be anathema. My
summoner was Proddow, standing stark-naked in the shower,
a disgusting sight if ever there
was one, holding out a bone
china cup in one hand, and a
teaspoon in the other, its handle extended directly towards
me. Sitting on the benches

nearby were half a dozen prefects, who began to cough and
splutter. "Yes, Proddow?" I
grovelled. He looked at me with
unspeakable
disdain, than
hissed at me, like a snake, spitting out his words with impeccable diction: "Stir my tea, yew
ikey little bastard." No sooner
had I left than the shower-room
cracked up in fits of uncontrollable laughter.

After a few weeks, the tick

system stopped abruptly, one

of the boys having alerted his
obviously sympathetic parents

as to what was going on. Fagging, however, continued, although by the time I became a
prefect it was on the way out,
boys in the sixth form beginning to address boys in the first
form by their first names, and
sometimes vice versa as well.
Times were changing, although
many believed that the change
was for the worst, a symptom
of creeping socialism. Even
now, there are those who insist my mother among
them that the old system
was good. And why? Because

—
—

CLS
The obvious solution for this
problem is to infuse the faculty
of this or any law school with
more women and more minor-

"social responsibility."
In connection with the students' desire for more practical
courses is their professed need
for career guidance. Mary Joe
Frug responded that "you are
probably getting career guidance, but you don't like what
you are getting." The "guidance" she spoke of is guidance
from the perspective of the

ities. Duncan Kennedy's proposal isfor student organizations
to use some "muscle" to "increase the quantum of affirmative action." The specific program he endorses is that"all the
new hires, for however long is
necessary, should be the hires
of the best qualified minority
and women candidates that we
can find, until women and
minorities constitute a reasonable and very substantial proportion of all the people on the

übiquitous middle-aged subur-

ban white male.
Non-whites and non-males

generally find that such a perspective is neither appropriate

faculty."
Kennedy is passionate about
the issue of affirmative action,

which he sees as "a deep, difficult, tough issue." Commitment by law schools to " 'the
way it's been done' has produced a system in which women and minorities don't have a
real voice," and this has greatly
hurt the quality of legal education.
He said that "what we white
males would lose [by encouraging more women and minori-

pendent on the FAF while being
considered as dependent on
the TAP application (which, by
the way won't be available until
May).
Lastly, no matter what your
student status is, you must file
the FAF to be considered for

NDSL, CWS, Summer CWS, and
the GuaranteedStudent Loan.
The FAF can be obtained in my
office, or at eitherFinancial Aid
Office. If you wish to be considered for NDSL, CWS or Summer CWS you should mail in

ties in the legal profession] is

grossly exaggerated." Kennedy
essentially summed up the CLS
attitude toward changing the
status quo, because in instituting such change it would be
"amazingly easy to deliver as
good or substantially bettejr
legal education."

Like To Write?
Like To Meet People?
Like To Take Pictures?

and Perkins tomorrow, I should
be sorely tempted to spit in
their eye, just for old time's
sake, were it not for the fact that
they didn't create the system
any more than I did. Of course,
the same may be said of Hitler's
Germany, but there's another
reason, too, for my reticence.
Proddow and Perkins both are

probably still a good bit bigger
than I am, and they might spit
back.

I Financially Speaking . . . .

continued from page I

each other. It is only with this
kind of basic educational structure, suggests Kennedy, that future lawyers may develop their

nor desirable.

we survived, I survived, to tell
about it. But as one who went
through it, it is hard to conceive
of another system which could
have done as much to degrade
and dehumanize children, to
destroy theirspirits, and at such
an impressionable age, as did
the venerable system of "fagging" at the British public
school. "Only hate can flourish
in an atmosphere of fear," says
A.S. Neill of Summerhill fame,
and I'm inclined to think that
he's right. I also think that were
I to bump into Messrs. Proddow

continued from page 5

your FAF no later than February
16, 1987. There will be a more
detailed letter placed in all first
and second year mailboxes explaining the application procedure for financial aid for next
year. Since 90 percent of you
receive some type of financial
assistance, I encourage you to
read this letter carefully. And,
as always, please stop by if you
have any questions pertaining
to financial aid either for this
year or for next.
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The Increase in Activity Fee:
It's a Small Price to Pay
diversity of student services

As most of us know, there will

be a student referendum on

February 12 and 13 concerning
a proposed $5 increase in the
Law School student activity fee.

The SBA Board of Directors
voted to limit the participants
in the referendum to first and
second year students since they
will be the people who will pay
the extra amount should the referendum pass. This letter seeks
to stake out why many of us believe the proposed activity fee
increase is justified.
The SBA has recently been
deluged with a number of bills
which had their origins in years

Telecommunications
Office screwed up our entire

\past. ÜB's

budget when it started billing us for charges they claimed

Editorial

Where's the Due Process?
—

Due Process the right to fair notice and the opportunity to
be heard; a concept which we as law students are introduced to
from day 1 and whose importance is constantly emphasized. It's
also a concept that seems to have little meaning at this University
outside of the Law School. Take the following as primary examples.

First there was the parking lot appropriation by the University.
With no prior notice, the University suddenly designated two substantial tracts of land
once available to all on a first-come, firstserve basis as "faculty only." Student protests fell upon deaf
ears, though the University claims it is still "studying" the prob-

—

—

lem.
Then there was the attempt by the University to appropriate
library space at the Undergraduate Library for a new college; the
result being a greater influx of students into other University libraries, in particular, the Law Library, where space is already at a
premium. Again, little notice was given before the administrative
wheels began to turn in another steamroller maneuver. Fortunately, there were those from within the library administration,
like Law Library Director Ellen Gibson, who were able to point
out the significant repercussions of the University's attempted
undertaking. The proposal has since been tabled.
Most recently, there has been the phone fiasco, which has forced
all Law School student organizations to go without phone service
since Dec. 15, 1986. The UB Telecommunications Office said the
Student Bar Association failed to pay $6,600 in overdue bills and
equipment charges. Fine. No pay, no say. But the Telecommunications Office failed to give any prior notice to the various organizations that phone service was being terminated. Furthermore, it
failed to give SBA adequate notice that such an enormous bill
was outstanding.
On May 19, 1986, SBA received what amounted to a year-old
phone bill for nearly $300. Two days later, SBA got socked for
another $900 which again, apparently accrued in 1985. Less than
a month later, SBA received another 1985phone bill. Shortly thereafter, on June 11, 1986, SBA started receiving bills for 1986. When
it rains, it pours. And in this case SBA was deluged with $6,600
in bills with no prior warning and with little initial explanation.
Even Noah got some prior warning before the Great Flood hit.
SBA Treasurer Vicki Argento arranged to forward a check for
$3,400 to the Telecommunications Office via Sub-Board on Dec.
18. But this wasn't enough to prevent the phones from being
disconnected on Dec. 15. Once the check cleared, the Telecommunications Office refused to reconnect the phones until an additional $500 was forwarded by SBA. Again, there's nothing like a
little notice, especially after your right to be heard has been
squelched.
Argento said a deal has been negotiated with Sub-Board
whereby it will loan SBA the necessary funds to pay off the outstanding balance due to the Telecommunications Office. If we're
lucky, according to Argento, phone service may be reconnected
by Feb. 16. So much for Due Process. Anybody got a quarter so
we can call an attorney?

we owed them from years ago;
a yearbook bill which was supposed to be paid last year had
to be paid this year; last year's
commencement committee overspent their budget and we had
to pay their bills this year. As a
result of all of this, our off-theemergency
books
account
(which Sub-Board requires us
to have) has been all but depleted. This account simply
must be repopulated. A small

increase in the activity fee will
achieve this.
Every year, new organizations and projects seek SBA
funding. Since the activity fee
has not been increased for a
number of years, more and
more projects have been
funded while our income has
remained the same. This inevitably leads to a decrease in the

within our Law School. We believe that maintaining a diversity of student groups enriches
student life and that this is
worth paying a little more each
semester.

Our Law School prides itself
for having students of varied
backgrounds. One group of students deserves special mention those law students with
children. Law school can be difficult enough without having to
deal with a three-year-old, day
in and day out. The SBA should
support these students by actively contributing to the University's Child Care Center,

—

especially since the University

administration contributes nothing except a room. However,
the current SBA budget is unable to adequately help the
Center. With an increase in the
activity fee, a reasonable contribution from SBA would be
possible.
Each semester, an increasing
number of students seek to attend national legal conferences. The participation of
these students at such functions helps increase the visibility of our Law School amongst
the legal community. Surely,
this is a benefit to us all. Currently, the SBA can only fund a

small number of students for
only a fraction of theirtravel expenses. We believe that an increase in the support SBA can
give students in this area will
help increase the overall prestige of the Law School.
The money SBA has spent for

remained constant for some
time now. Since students pay
for a large portion of their
graduation ceremony, an increase in the activity fee will
mean better graduations in
years to come. Graduation
will probably be the last event
you will remember from this
place; we should be able to
throw a great party.
Finally, there are all the little
things. The film series we
would have loved to have had
this year; one or two speakers
throughout the year; better
SBA parties; more furniture for
the student lounge. We could
do so much with just a little bit
of an increase in the activity fee.
Our activity fee is one of the
lowest (if not the lowest) in the
state. Most schools have an activity fee two to two and onehalf times that which we have.
The SBABoard of Directors has
called for a $5 per semester increase in the activity fee (it is
currently $20.50 per semester)

because they believe this small
increase will greatly improve
student life here in O'Brian Hall.
We urge you to support the referendum on February 12 and
13. In any case, please vote.
Whatever the decision, it
should be made by all of us.
Brett Gilbert
President, SBA
Jack Luzier
Vice-President, SBA
Vicki Argento
Treasurer, SBA
Karen Buckley
Secretary, SBA

commencement each year has

King Responds to Attack on
BLSA's Speaker Policies
This letter is written in response to a letter published by
the Opinion written by Spencer
Feldman, entitled "BLSA Endorsement Question," dated
December 3, 1986.

to addressing the
rhetoric in his letter, it must first

Prior

be made clear his facts were

completely wrong. The Black

Law

Student Association
never given funds
to bring Minister Louis Farrakhan to Buffalo. (Check SBA
records.) Also, his accusation
thatBLSA is anti-Semitic is a racist statement. Jews are not the
only Semitic people. Certain
Moslem sects, Afro-Asians, and
other people from the Middle
East region are Semitic; to think
otherwise would involve a racist mentality. BLSA does not
have sentiments against Jews
or other people characterized
as Semitic.
Initially, Mr. Feldman seemed
upset that BLSA would endorse
(BLSA) has

the presentation of Ms. Adrian
Wing, a member of the National
Black Lawyer's Conference. I
am curious as to why? Is it because she presented facts that

make it clear that Israel remains
South Africa's number one
supplier of arms and also one
ofSouth Africa's largest trading
partners? Or is it because she
carefully analogized the treatment of Palestinians in Israeli
occupied territory as to that of
Blacks living in SouthAfrica? Of
course, he could not possibly
know the answers to these
questions because he did not
attend Ms. Wing's lecture.
Mr. Feldman suggested that
BLSA not hide behind the First
Amendment (freedom of speech,
association, etc...) to defend
its endorsement. His assumption we would hide behind anything is gravely misplaced.
What BLSA does or attempts to
do is eradicate exploitation of
Black people, both here and

abroad.
If Black people are going to
be free, we have to control our
own organizations, control our
own artists, control the wealth
that's in our community, and
whoever is exploiting our ineffectiveness in this area right
now. We have to stop this. If
this means we have to go
against Jewsthat are exploiting
us, some other whites that are
exploiting us, Arabs that are
exploiting us, Koreans that are
exploiting us, and some Blacks
that are exploiting us, we must
do it if we are to be free as a
people.
Finally, what

I suggest Mr.
Feldman is that you no longer
hide behind the ambiguous response of anti-Semitism when
someone is being critical of
youractions (not your race), and
be prepared to promote the
facts.
Sincerely,
Garry King

Yearbook Needs Your Help
Yes, it looks like UB Law
School will have a yearbook
again this year. But the quality,
to a certain extent, will depend
on the creativity and diligence
of all of us.
We need as many candids
and general photos as we can
possibly get. This means any
photos you have that may re-
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late to this school and its members is very welcome and
highly appreciated. This particularly includes first and second year contributions. This is

your yearbook too!!
You can leave these with me
(Jack Luzier, box #710) or Bernadette Davida (box #625) in an
envelope. Please

leave a

name

and number on theback ofeach

photo if you want them returned.

Finally, we can still use your
time and help to do this right.
Please drop a note if you are
willing to help out; the more the
better, and the merrier. Thanks.
Jack Luzier
SBA Vice President

The Boy Mechanic

by Kevin O'Shaughnessy

Grey Suits and Pinky Rings
As I walked down Main
Street, a smiling man in a shiny,
grey, pinstriped suit came out
of the Trico windshield wiper
plant. His black totes walked
him past the long line of beat
up station wagons, family sedans and pick-up trucks. The
smiling man nodded at me as
he climbed into his new Chevy
Blazer. This cheery, welldressed man seemed out of
place standing near the dull

browns and greys of the Trico
building.
I was on my way to the Central Park Grill (CPG's) to write a
bar review and to examine a
phenomenon known as the
"Trico Lunch." The Trico plant
stands approximately 30 yards
from the bar, and every day the
first, second and third shifts
lunch there (at 12 12:30 p.m.,
8:30 9 p.m. and 4 4:30 a.m.

-

-

respectively).

-

When I entered the bar, the
CPG's staff was busy preparing
for the first lunch shift of the
day. Certain tables and bar
stools were reserved for longtime patrons. Whiskey shots
and draft beers awaited the
noontime onslaught generally
consisting of 20 to 40 workers.
The lunch crowd piled in to
the theme music of the Eyewitness News at Noon. Flannels,
denimsand leathers dominated
the scene. The lunch time orders sent both cook and bartender scurrying behind the bar.
Amid the lunch time blur, I
noticed two men wearing pinky
rings seated at the bar. They
stood out because, like me, they
were in no hurry to go anywhere. I found out later they
were Trico union leaders.
Sadly, this midday ritual is on
the verge of becoming extinct.
Trico has already closed two of
its five Buffalo plants and has
begun to move its operations
to the Texas/Mexico border. A
dark humor pervades CPG's
during these lunches. "A lot of
guys joke around about it (the
move) by speaking inSpanish,"

said CPG's bartender and third
year UB law student Elaine

CPG's: a sixties bar that doesn't die.

Pers.

..

Trico

"I blame the top brass andthe
union
the union got too
much in incentives," declared
retiredTrico employee Al Ross.
"I worked there for 31 years before I was forced out in July of
'85 because I was 70-years-

..

old
,".he explained.
Al used to bartend at CPG's
during the early fifties when

current

owner Bob Brown's

parents ran the bar (Bob's Aunt
Marion still lives upstairs).
Since his retirement, Al comes

everyday to help clean up
CPG's after the midday rush. "I
figure the place (the Main Street
Trico plant) will be cleared out
by August.... they've already
started moving the machinery
out," he noted. "Ifthey save any
jobs in Buffalo
it will probably be at the main office (on

...

Commentary

Washington
and
Goodell
Streets)."
Although the Trico/CPG's relationship appears to be near an
end, the bar is likely to survive
the plant closing. An advertisement for a nearby gourmet-catering service, Take Out Marilyn,

described CPG's as a "sixties
bar that doesn't die." Monday
nights "Jazz Jam," Wednesday
nights "Shakin' Smith," and

Saturday nights 10-cent wings
and three dollar beer pitchers
will insure the bar's existence.
But the mix between student
and worker will be lost. That
mix makes both CPG's and the
city of Buffalo interesting
places. It's a shame thatthe two
cannot outlast the grey suits
and the pinky rings.

by Shelley Rene Rice

One Student's Perspective on Property Rights
by Shelley Rene Rice
My background, experience,

and awareness of my cultural
history affect the way I perceive
things, events, people, and conversations. My brown eyes see
images and my ears hear
soundswhich have no meaning
until my mind processes them
through my reference material
and data based on my experiences and my cultural identity,
which are unique.
During class lectures some
students hear a discussion
about Pierson v. Post, an 1805
case about foxes and hunters,
or Hammonds v. Kentucky Central Natural Gas Co., a case
about natural resources and
gas companies. They hear the
origins of property as an
abstract concept, a purely
metaphysical concept, as nothing but a basis of expectation.
That expectation is the deriving

of certain advantages from a
thing which we are said to possess, giving rights to possession— using the force of law
to guarantee the enjoyment of
that which one regards as his/
hers. But what I hear are arguments that were probably used
as justifications for slavery.
According to the rule of capture, a property right in an animal or natural resource is acquired only by the possession
thereof. Further discussion reveals that actual corporal possession was not the only means
of obtaining a property right.
Although pursuit alone vested
no property right in the pursuer,
the mortal wounding of a wild
animal, "by one not abandoning his pursuit, may, with the
utmost propriety, be deemed
possession of him; since
thereby, the pursuer manifests
an unequivocal intention of ap-

.

propriating the animal to his individual use, has deprived him
of his natural liberty, and
brought him within his certain
control.. rendering escape
impossible."
According to Webster's New
World Dictionary this rule of
capture/possession could be
applied to people because
"wild" means living or growing
in its original natural state, and
"animal" means any living organism except a plant or bacterium, typically able to move
about. Imagine people defined
as "wild animals" because they
move about, living in their natural environment. Then along
comes this hunter/pursuer/

slave trader with the intention
of appropriating the "animal"
to his individual use or benefit.
More ridiculous is the fact that
if he pursues and mortally
wounds or deprives him of his

liberty, the pursuer has the right
to possession of the "animal."
I wonder if that was actually the
simple but ludicrous beginning
of justifying the capturing and
possessing of African people
and then shipping them to different continents as chattel to
the economic benefit of the
slave traders and the personal
service of the slave owners; to
be the backbone that helped
build the United States of

America.
These slaves/animals could

not escape their servitude because they were property. Unlike foxes, which could become
free by walking back into the
wilds, the slaves were millions
of miles from their natural environment. Therefore they could
never use this rule of property
law to their advantage. If a slave
escaped to some property other

than his owner's, the slave
could not become the property
of that person even if captured
by him because according to
property law, the slave was the
slave owner's, no matter where
the slave may roam. The slave,
like a domesticated animal, was
within his owner's control; after
all the slave couldn't walk or
swim back to his native land.
Further reading disclosed
that if an animal gives birth, its
offspring becomes the property
of the owner of its mother. Even
a slave's children could not escape slavery.
As I said when I listen I hear
through my experience and cultural history. I select that which
I can relate to and make associations. We all do this to some
degree. One must use whatever
means available to succeed
through the process.

More from The Opinion Mailbox
ships from BPILP that you help

apparently suspect class; that
is, those who took the first year

Thanks for
the Support

fund.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all members of

Words Cannot
Idle Gossip
Useless Banter Express

the Buffalo Public Interest Law

Program (BPILP) who volunteered theirtimeto raise money
by phoning alumni last semester. Their efforts led to contributions amounting to nearly
$3,000, exceeding all expectations for the project. This is the

second year that BPILP members undertook this fund-raising endeavor. Special thanks
are in order to Marcy Cohen,
who was instrumental to our
success this year.
Again, thanks to all of you;
your time and energy is appreciated by the rest of the organization, and those people
who receive

summer

intern-

Michael Kulla
President
Buffalo Public Interest
Law Program

course in substantive Criminal
Law, and passed it?

Ron Scott

....

I would have to agree with
those who say that gossip and
other loose talk in connection
with Professor Katz's legal affairs are not useful or appropriate. But having heard that some
of the assistant DA's proclaimed
the "D" grades they earned in
his course as a "badge of honor,"
I can't resist wondering aloud
if I were to submit my resume to the DA's office, would I
be afforded some kind of affirmative action treatment on the
basis of my membership in an

...

NOTICE
The Law Library will be open one extra hour
on Saturday, beginning on February 21. Saturday hours will be 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Section 1:

We have always known what

an outstanding group you all
are, but once again you have
proven yourselves remarkable.
Words cannot express how
happy I am to be associated
with such a great group of
people. Thanks for your support and concern while I was
out sick. Your thoughtfulness
will always be remembered.
What an absolutely awesome

bunch!!

Kimi King
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by Michael Kulla

Who Cares About BPILP?

Head of Organization Answers Rhetorical

Question

by Michael Kulla
Yes, there are people that

.

care about BPILP, the Buffalo
Public Interest Law Program.
That's why I'm taking the time
out to write this article. You
may ask, "Why should /care?"
I think that if you are at all interested in a public interest or
public service job for the summer or after graduation, you
should be interested in BPILP.
Our organization's stated

member of the group called
"Doctors Ought to Care," come
to speak on the issue of cigarette company executives
being held liable in tort for

deaths caused by cigarette
smoking.

Another idea being worked
on is having public interest/
public service employers in the
area come to our school. It
would be a great way to have
students, especially first year
students, learn about what it
means to work in a public interest career. In addition, you
might make a connection for
possible employment with one

purpose (when formed by Law
Review members in 1979) was

to bring an awareness of public
interest agencies, careers, and
issues to the law student population. What we plan to do for
the rest of the semester is
geared toward these ends. Our
plans include:
1. Speakers. We are planning to have Dr. Allan Blum, a

of the speakers.

2. The Registry. This program was started three years
ago to give students short-term
employment during the semester at agencies that need help.

What we do is match students
with these agencies to work on
a project they have. The work
is usually between 5 to 40 hours
in total, spread out as the employer needs the student. We
pay the student $3.50 an hour

for

their time. Again,

it's

another valuable experience,
particularly for first year students, as well as a summer em-

ployment possibility. If interested, ask Paul Prentiss (box
#482) for an application.
3. Fund-raising. Our most
immediate fund-raising project
is resuming our weekly bake
sale. We had them on Monday
mornings last semester, and
they were rather successful
(special thanks to Dianne Bennett's Tax I class). This semester we are planning on Tuesday
mornings for our sales. If you

can volunteeryour baking skills
or your selling skills, please do
so. If we keep this as a weekly
happening, we can raise more
money for our summer internships, which brings me to
4. Summer Internships. BPILP
funds studentsfor summer employment at a public interest
agency. We give $1,500 per student for the summer. As of
this article, we are unsure of
how many people we will be
able to fund; at least two
people, however, will be funded.
In past years, people have
worked at ClientAdvocacy Service, Farmworker's Legal Services, Legal Services for the Elderly, and Neighborhood Legal
Services, to name a few. You
will be kept posted on when to
apply. Once we decide on how
many interns, and which agen-

cies we will fund, the interviewing will begin.

BPILP is an organization that
does do things. We can only do
these things with support from
the student body. We could use
your help on these endeavors.
I can't help thinking of a quote
I've seen on a poster concerning day care centers and adapting it to our situation: "It will
be a great day when our organization will have all the money
it needs and major law firms
will have to hold bake sales to
raise money for summer interns." Until this great day, help
us out. My box number is 434.
Michael Kulla is president of
theBuffalo Public Interest Law
Program.

A Stock Update From the "Feisty" Colonel of Wade's Warriors

"Colonel" George Villegas' Wall Street Report
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am pleased to report that
our stock sales are strong. I
have
reassured
Chairman
Wade Newhouse concerning
his personal liability for our
stock venture. I told him I
wouldn't go to jail without him.
Our February 5 fundraiser
with the National Lawyer's
Guild was a big success. This is
due to the mindboggling doorprize of "Lunch with Wade." I
haven't heard screaming like
that since the Monkees' con

cert.
The Wallstreet Journal has
reported that we are very close
to landing a corporate sponsor
for Wade's Warriors. I will
neither confirm nor deny this

rumor for fear of causing violent fluctuations in our stock
prices.

I would like to personally
apologize for failing to include
Anna Maria on our board of directors. Her hard work and dedication to this project has been
an inspiration to us all.

Harvard Law School is trying
to slip a ringer into the tournament: ex-NBA star Len Elmore.
If Elmore is in uniform for the
Crimson, we'll slap him with an
injunction!

We are still planning an exhibition game with Schlegel's
Schlepps. Faculty team captain,
Professor Philip Halpern, broke
into tears when I asked him if he
had found any faculty members
who could stand up straight.
Our pep rally is scheduled for

Wednesday, February 25, in
room 106 at 10:45 a.m. Professor Spanogle is still trying to

rearrange his schedule so he
can open the rally with an a cappella version of the "Battle
Hymn of the Republic."
I will conclude by reiterating
my vow: Wade's Warriors Inc.
will be the finest corporation in
the history of Wall Street.
Yours in the Confederacy,
Colonel George "Black Jack"

Villegas

GOOD LUCK

WADE'S WARRIORS!!!!

Fiesty Col. Villegas.

Black History Month: It's a Time for Reflection
by Shelley Rene Rice
February is Black History

Month.

It

means

Tory all year round."

different

things to different people. According to Michael Smalls, a
Howard University alumni and
first year UB law student, it is
"A period of time when Afrocentric people reflect deeply

on their past, because without
a past there is no future." He
said it is a time to reflect on historical events in our history,
both large and small; to motivate us to make advances
throughout the rest of the year
and the rest of our lives."
Lisa Mitchell, a very busy
BLSA member, Buffalonian,
and second year law student,
said it's a time to "recognize the
achievements of Black people;
to remember our past and plan
our future." She said that "it is
important to remember our his-

Greg Jackson, president of
BLiA and a third year law student thinks it is "a timeto reflect
upon our African heritage and
to be cognizant of the worth of
Black people."
First year student Thomas
Ware summed it up by saying,
"Celebrate the accomplishments of Black people."
To me Black History Month is
all of this and more. It is a time
for all people to recognize the
many contributions of Black
people. Black Americans have
made major contributions to
every field of endeavor. Black
History Month is a time for all
people to be reminded that
Afro-Americans are decendents of Africans, many of
whom were brought to the
Americas without their consent. Black Americans should

remember that Africa's history

is also their history; therefore
they can be proud because Africa was the cradle of civilization and education.
Black History Month is a time
to remember the many leaders
of past and present; a time to
remember the pioneers and the
vanguards; and the strength
and bravery of our ancestors
that blazed the way to make
life a little more bearable for
Black Americans today. It is a
time to remember that the history of Black people reveals a
caring and loving extended
family, and a belief in a Supreme Force and Power, and in
the concepts of love, faith, and
the importance of education. It
is a time to remember that Black
is beautiful.
In the words of our ancestors,
reflect and remember....

"Stoney the road was trod, bitter the chastening rod Felt in the
days when Hope unborn had

died.
Yet with a steady beat. Have not
our weary feet Come to the
place For which our fathers
sighed?

We have come over the way
That with tears hath been watered. We have come treading
our paths Through the blood of
the slaughtered."
James Weldon Johnson
Black National Anthem

—

"Remember that we are one,
that our cause is one, and that
we must help each other, if we
would succeed. We are one
with you under the ban of prejudice and proscription-one
with you under the slander of

inferiority-one with you in social and political disfranchisement ..."

—

First issueofThe North Star,

1847

Remember...
"There can be no progress
without struggle."

—

Frederick Douglass

Remember...
"Our expression must be loud
and clear. Once and for all we
must state it: Human rights and
civil right in America are not
negotiable. There does not
exist in the hands of any one
group of citizens either the divine right or the constitutional
authority to give or withhold
from another, rights that are
God-given and legally implemented. "
Whitney Young, Jr.

—

BUFFALO PUBLIC INTEREST LAW PROGRAMS
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students for
Stanley H. Kaplan has
nearly 50 years. SMH has prepared bar candidates for
over 20 years. Together they're an unbeatable team,
offering the finest bar review services available.
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Preparation for: CA, CO, CT, DC, FL, MA,
MD, NH, NJ, NM, NY, PA, VA, VT, and
Over 110 permanent centers nationwide
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Complete preparation including extensive
practice questions reviewed by experienced
professors.

No hidden costs, no book deposit, no retake
charge.

CALL TOLL FREE

800-343-9188 800-223-1782
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ANNOUNCEMENT!
18th National Conference on Women and the Law
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"LOCAL ACTION/NATIONAL STRENGTH"

March 19 22
George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
YourlawschoolgroupshouldplannowtoattendthelBthNational
Conference on Women and the Law. The conference is a one-of-akind opportunity to meet with and hear from women fighting for

women's equality and legal rights acrossthe country. The conference
participants (about 2,000), organizers, panelists and workshops cut
across lines of race, class, ethnicity, religion, disability, age, geography, and sexual preference. In addition to workshops there are
group caucuses and meals, a women's music concert, dance and
exhibit space.
The conference provides an important balance to traditional law
school education and serves as a catalyst for the development of a
nationwide network of lawyers, students, legal workers, professors,
judges and community activists who share feminist principles and
are committed to social change. Participants share practical knowhow and theoretical analysis in a wide range of substantive legal
areas and also work to build lasting bridges between women from
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different communities.
This year the conference is being held during the last weekend of
ÜB's spring recess which should make it easier for students to attend.
It's a rare opportunity to experience the vitality of people actively
involved in the legal process ... and an energizing contrast from the
world of casebooks! Take advantage of the special student registration rate and alternative housing possibilities and send for a registration form today. Call the conference office if you have any questions.
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The A&R Song
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Beginning on Monday FebruarV 9 and
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Drinking lots of coffee and sighing lots of sighs.
Outline papers scattered their world's about to end
And for 1,575 we can do it all again:
Chorus: In the Spring, when will it come, when will it get here?
How I wish I were all done and passed the bar.
If I'd known it'd be this fun I'd have been less eager
To lick that stamp and send my form to A&R.
Now the first semester came and went and hopefully the next
Five more semesters will likewise follow too.
But whadda you think the chances are /'// be any less perplexed
Than I am right now with International Shoe?
Chorus
I tell my friends I'm working hard,
no time to socialize.
They must think I have some propriety.
Yet forced to do as you and I
they soon would realize
That I drink in way
of sheer necessity.

every
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thereafter
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cookies, cakes, brownies, etc. (baking is a good
,
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u ~. and volunteers
for sitting at the
study break!)
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baked
table in front
ofthe
Mongoods
library on n/i
,
,
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days. If you are interested in helping, please
,
,
~r
leave a note in box 655
Ima Simpson
or see -reprofits
or Carol Fitzsimmons. All
will go towards
Commencement activities.
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Commencement services for the Faculty of Law and
Jurisprudence will be held on Sunday, May 17, 1987
<it 2 p.m. Please be- aware of the ordering requirements for academic apparel via the University
Bookstore, 200 Lee Entrance. Cap and gown rentals must be ordered from FEBRUARY 16. 1987
through MARCH 20, 1987. This March 20deadline
is particularly important because law degree candi-

i

Chorus

*

— Roy A. Mura

dates must rent their attire.

The forms for ordering commencement attire will

mended that you
order as early as
possible to avoid
unnecessary de-
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"Ker-splash! The First Year?"

I I struggle, heart pounding, trying to catch my

Master ofLaws breath in the intellectual prop-wash
Boston University of the Learned One.
School of Law Uh oh, here he comes again!
Laikehpnumldcdgaotie,r
ProcastSminwhwom.aeyvegfs

keaInTopsiwhdadsleofeing

Iunwdahegtro

so Qu et when
rWB raHr! SVPRP
|U|j|iJß| Like to
htI'Ceaouvdsr.n't
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up and

I struggle, heart pounding, trying to catch my
breath in the intellectual prop-wash
of the Learned One.

.

Uh oh, here he comes again!
Like a huge, pedantic helicoper — and me —
Swimming in the waves of my Procrastination.
The noise is deafening and I keep swallowing
water when I go under
But it's so Quiet when I'm under,
Like being out of gear; I don't have to listen
'Cause I don't have to hear.
Very relaxing, until I get jerked awake!
Dragged up kicking and bitching, hating every
eonic second of being without the first
Clue as to how I'm supposed to swim in this
academic shipwreck.

relaxaIinwVug,nekert!yjiltked

..

every

multidisciplmary course of study Drag ed kicking bitching,hating
A
offering a singular educationalopportunity conic second of being withoutthe first
for lawyers who wish to practice m this
supposed
unique,

Clue as to how I'm to swim in this
academic
w
11

dynamic, fast growing area of specialization
shipwreck.
Taught by faculty of the Boston University |,VKjSJII
\
I Z>d jf
School of Law, management experts, and
eminent banking law attorneys, this in novaHow dothose Motherfuckers do it?!?
tive program providesan exceptional blend they swap ing briefs,
intellectualand practical education at one
of the nation s foremost law schools. The
■ mf>'Ml'-SkMll/
curriculum has been meticulously designed |x
to provide oursesi ovei ng the full range of
f] mV\(p)/|»
banking law subjects and courses specially Opposite
developed to introduce lawyers to the legal, -^o\^^%H|-y
md managerial aspects of the V mmt^i'^Aim
finam al services industry
amfflj^fiy

And then there'sthe GoldenOnes 'IrMK'iSvi
Are

,,

andcanI swap brains?
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It'syinsup ortable; Whatplanethas48hour days? /PfMs^k, 1
M;i there couldswlm to shorealk:lsl ■ ■
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The preceding was written during the writer's first "Research and Writing" assignment.
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And then there's the Golden Ones
How do those Motherfuckers do it?!?
Are they swapping briefs, and can I swap brains?
It's insupportable; What planet has 48 hour days?
Maybe there I could swim to shore at least

pre"wTcrdtihfuineglJn-V

Applications are now being accepted for
full or pari tune enrollment in

.

r

Hi ScvenU, Aye»«, Mtc *i
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John, Steve, John, and Leo

.

which one of these men is running for office?

Merrill, Donny and Marie united! Are they drinking Hawaiian Punch?

SBA
welcomed
back
students
with a
party at
Pine Lodge
on
These are the good times and they're havin' 'em!!!

Who's the future game show host, Brett or Dave?

b
welcom ack!

Thursday,
January 22.

w
A good
time was

had by all!
/ have to get it between the what?

Dynamic Duo, Paul and John

"About the yearbook Irene"

..

"Uh, excuse me Jack."

Mike does his Tom Cruise impersonation
February 11, 1987 The Opinion
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ATTENTION: CLASSES OF 1987,1988 & 1989

_H

HI B^Bh

I

■_■

When you register early for BAR/BRl's 1987,1988 or 1989
New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
Vermont, New Hampshire or Maine Bar Review.
You get materials—NOW. And the nation's largest and most
successful bar review course and you save $100 off the current price,

Remember:
The last day to save $100 off the price of your course is:

Available from
Campus Reps
iff

/7

I

415 Seventh Avenue. Suite 62
New York, New York 10001

/

If

212 594-3696 201,623-3363

)Hf
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